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A Trusted Leader in Innovation for Over 50 Years

SpikeFast’s newest innovation in tie plugging is a single meter portable application system.  

This portable system is the ideal size for small maintenance crews.  The work in medium-

sized maintenance projects becomes much more efficient when using this new application 

system.

The same technologies and commitment to excellence, as seen in our high production 

metered application systems, have been used to develop this new application system.  

Because of the same design as the larger application systems, this unit allows for use in all 

types of weather conditions.  This system is convenient enough to be rolled on the rail by 

hand or fit in a high-rail vehicle, and is ideal for those medium-sized maintenance projects 

such as bridge decks, frogs and switches, or spot gauging.

This system is the perfect middle ground between the larger application systems and the 

handheld applicators.  Because this new system uses twelve-gallon reservoirs, maintenance 

crews will be able to take advantage of purchasing chemical in bulk.  When compared to 

handheld applications, this new system can be utilized at a higher rate of production.    

System Features:

•     On board power supply.

•     Fits easily into most section vehicles.

•     Heavy duty frame construction for durability and reliability.

•     Minimal maintenance and clean up. 

SpikeFast® Single Meter Portable System
Another answer to your railroad maintenance needs



For more information, call 1.800.333.9826 or visit our website at www.spikefast.com

SpikeFast is a tough, high-performance spike hole 

filler material that anchors spikes with comparable 

strength to that of unspiked hardwood ties. It can 

be applied in extreme weather conditions such as 

pouring rain, high humidity, or freezing temperatures. 

SpikeFast is easy to apply, prolongs tie life, and can 

help increase your rail maintenance efficiency. SpikeFast 

is your weapon against weather, wear, and spike kill.

Application Systems

In addition to better rail anchoring, SpikeFast also 

provides faster production, allowing rail crews to re-spike 

more rail in less time. Because of the diverse and unique 

challenges faced by today’s modern railroads, we have a 

SpikeFast application system to match every need, large 

or small. From motorized chassis and high-rail trucks 

to handheld cartridges, our versatility makes Spikefast 

truly unique among spike hole plugging solutions.

SpikeFast Metering Systems

The SpikeFast metering system has been developed 

to ensure the proper mix of component chemicals 

reliably and without hassle. Willamette Valley Company 

currently has over 150 of these metering and dispensing 

units in use in rugged industrial applications across 

the United States. Chemical can be dispensed into 

spike holes in just one second. The mixing tube  can 

be cleaned between uses with only a water flush, 

reducing cleanup costs and environmental concerns.

Our reputation is built on Service, Support, 
Solutions

In the SpikeFast Railroad Division of Willamette Valley 

Company, customer service is everyone’s responsibility.  

Our philosophy is about partnering: working with you 

to ensure that our solutions meet all of your technical 

and aesthetic requirements, now and in the future.

SpikeFast®: The Shortest, Smartest Distance Between Two Points


